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1. Under (1) should the paragraph also include after "Open Access Transmission Tariff," the 

words "an executed contract something like "has an executed contract or" so it is consistent 
with (3).  As a 449 customer I'm really purchasing just power not generation so all I can 
really attest that I'm purchasing under an "executed contract".   
PSE: The language in the posted attestation is from section 29.2(viii) of the Order 890 pro 
forma OATT.  A customer may choose to use their own attestation, but it must satisfy the 
conditions defined in the OATT as section 29.2(viii).   

 
2. As a customer, I may not always know where the power is coming from (only my supplier 

knows that) I don't know how I can attest that (2) is true only the supplier can and they may 
not even know.   
PSE: (2) of the posted attestation requires the network customer to state that the resource 
they are/have purchased is committed to serve their load.  

 
3. Does the customer always have to schedule a fixed MW block amount each day for the entire 

day or are hourly MW schedules are not allowed?  In other words, I'm trying to figure out if a 
customer can purchase power to a MW profile (up to a cap MW amount) some days and a 
fixed block (which never exceeds the same cap MW amount) other days without having to 
file a new form and attestation each day and still receive firm network transmission all the 
time assuming that the power is delivered to one of the listed delivery points on the accepted 
form?   Restated, if the customer's load is only X MW (a whole number) and some days the 
load will consume X MW each hour and some days the load will consume only Y MW 
(where Y is a whole number that is less than X) or have some sort of a MW profile that is 
always X MW or less (in whole numbers) when does the customer need to file a new form 
and attestation (each day, when change suppliers, and etc.)? 
PSE: Designations of Network Resources have a minimum term of one day.  Scheduling 
energy from a DNR to load may be profiled, as necessary.  A customer may schedule all or a 
portion of a DNR. 

 
4. If the customer purchases from multiple suppliers each on different days (i.e., never both on 

the same day) do I have to file a new form with attestation each time a different supplier 
supplies power to my facility or can I submit one form (for up to the cap MW amount) for 
each supplier up front and not have to file another form until I switch suppliers or a supplier 
chooses to use a delivery point other than the Mid-C?   
PSE: PSE is asking network customers to associate their DNRs with specific Network 
Transmission Service requests.  The customer may aggregate DNRs under one Network 
Transmission Service requests, is applicable.  In the example above with two suppliers, both 
could be designated as separate DNRs using the same Network Transmission Service 
request.   

 
5. Can a customer once he has identified his supplier(s) that will be regularly used over some 

period provide a blanket attestation for the supplier(s) and then the supplier(s) acting as an 
agent for the 449 customer only has to provide PSE with scheduling information w/o the 
attestation as long as they are supplying the customer?   
PSE: Please see #4.  Attestations are only required for designing network resources, not for 
scheduling. 
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